4 IN 1 STYLUS PEN
The Belkin 4-in-1 STYLUS PEN adds versatility to your PDA.
It includes a touch screen-sensitive stylus for navigation of your PDA, red
and black ball-point pens, and a mechanical pen with eraser.
How to use your 4-in-1 PDA Stylus Pen
1. The 4-1 Stylus Pen contains black and red ink ballpoint pens, a 0.5 mm
mechanical pencil, and a PDA stylus.
2. To use the instrument you want, depress the top button. Under the
button cover is an eraser. Simply pull the cap off to use.
3. To retract a pen, press the release button.
4. Located on the barrel of the pen are markings identifying the pens and
pencil inside. BLACK - Black ink ballpoint pen, RED - Red ink ballpoint
pen, 0.5 - 0.5 mm mechanical pencil, STYLUS - PDA stylus.
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How to Select and Use the
Pens/Pencil
1. Locate the instrument you want
using the markings on the barrel
of the pen.
2. Hold the desired marking so that
it is facing up.
3. Depress the top button to
engage the selected instrument.
Replacing the Ballpoint Pens
1. Unscrew and remove the tip from
the base of the pen.
2. With the pens/pencil exposed,
locate the pen to replace; remove
it by pulling it out of its barrel.
3. Insert the refill pen firmly into the
open barrel; replace the pen tip.
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Feeding the Pencil Lead
1. Select the mechanical pencil
instrument.
2. Hold the pen tip down.
3. Depress and release the top button in a pumping motion until
the lead is the desired length.
Refilling the Mechanical Pencil
1. Unscrew and remove the tip from
the base of the pen.
2. With the pens/pencil exposed,
locate the pencil; remove it by
pulling it out of its barrel.
3. Add 0.5mm pencil leads to the
open barrel; put the pencil tube
back into place.
4. Replace the pen tip; follow steps
on "Feeding Pencil Lead".
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